The situation connected with a possibility of CPT violation in neutrino sector is considered.
can be noted in terms of parametre of mixing sin 2 2θ and a difference of quadrats of masses δm 
where L -distance from a source to the detector. If CPT theorem is fulfilled in neutrino sector, similar (4) relation can be fair and forν [7] :
Formulas (4) and (5) should be fulfilled at the same distances from a source L and at identical energies of neutrino and antineutrino E.
In [7] check of correspondence of probabilities of the disappearance of electron neutrino P νe→νe (4) and antineutrino Pν e→νe (5) was spent. Data of the radioactive source neutrino experiments 51 Cr of collaboration Gallex and 51 Cr, 37 Ar of collaboration Sage presented in [8] was thus used. And also were used reactor antineutrino disappearance experiments of collaborations Bugey [9] and Chooz [10] .
For calculation of parametres δm 2 ν , sin 2 2θ ν and δm 2 ν , sin 2 2θν the maximum likelihood method was used. Also asymmetries for masses and mixing angles are calculated:
The best-fit values of the asymmetries with χ 2 min are [7] :
Authors [7] consider there are indications on CPT violation in disappearance experiments of electron neutrinos and antineutrinos by confronting the neutrino data and the antineutrino data. However there are doubts in it considering essential unhomogeneity of experiments compared in [7] of Gallex-Sage and reactor antineutrino disappearance experiments on statistics and errors. For Gallex and Sage are available on pair experiments wich essentially differ from each other:
(Gallex) Cr1 P νe→νe = 1.0 ± 0.10; Cr2 P νe→νe = 0.81 ± 0.10, (Sage) 51 Cr P νe→νe = 0.95 ± 0.12; 37 Ar P νe→νe = 0.79 ± 0.10.
Such scatter of results of experiments testifies either to game to the statistican or about systematic shift. In the analysis [7] results of reactor experiments were used:
that is results not displaced from unit. Let us notice, that if experiment Bugey was with short flying bases as well as the experiments Gallex-Sage that experiment Chooz was with intermediate base ∼ 1 km. Averages on a harmonics of δm 2 and sin 2 2θ in [7] have essential uncertainty. Therefore is the most advisable check of CPT invariance at definition on experiments of the ratio of P νe→νe /Pν e→νe with an adequate accurace. And experiments should be fulfilled at the same baseline L both identical energies of a neutrino and antineutrino E and to be homogeneous for statistics and erros.
In [11] the weighted average for results of definition of P νe→νe in four experiments (8) is used. There is problem on correctness of association of results of pair experiments of Cr1 and Cr2 and also pair of 51 Cr and 37 Ar. We spend simple check on a homogeneity of experiments Cr1 and Cr2. Assuming normal distribution with experimental values of an average and dispersion for P νe→νe (Fig.1) , it is received for product of probability value 34%. That already guards. If the difference of averages in experiments Cr1 and Cr2 was up to level 1σ that product of probability would be 61%. That is association of results is more justified to pair experiments Cr1 and 51 Cr. In the same way it is possible to check up on a homogeneity results of experiment of Cr1 and experiment of Bugey for an antineutrino that already reflects check on CPT invariance (Fig.2) . Also we receive for product of probability value 53%. Experiment of Choos does not correspond to a principle of identical baseline for check of CPT invariance.
Probably to unite pair of experiments Cr1 and 51 Cr and to receive a weighted average for this pair:
Product of probability for this pair (10) and result of Bugey (9) equals 61%. For homogeneous experiments of Cr2 and 37 Ar the weighted average equals:
Product of probability for this pair of experiments (11) and experiment of Bugey (9) equals 5%. So we see that experimental data available now on disappearance of electron neutrino with short-baseline are unsatisfactory for a solution of the problem on CPT invariance in neutrino sector. The possible solution of this problem is connected with the furure experiments at accelerators.
At last we will notise that in [7, 12] approach it is impossible to define errors in average δm 2 and sin 2 2θ. Therefore in [7] asymmetries (7) for masses and angles of mixing without their errors are presented. The confidence levels specified in [7] concern to P νe→νe and Pν e→νe . Also do not give us the information on uncertainty of asymmetries.
In summary it is necessary to tell about importance of check of CPT invariance independent on model in neutrino sector, including from the model of an oscillation of a neutrino accepted now. Definition of the ratio P νe→νe /Pν e→νe with an adequate accuracy can be such check.
In this direction experiment of Collaboration MINOS (Main Injector Neutrino oscillation Search) with long-baseline 734 km is perspective [13, 14] . MINOS employs two detectors to significantly reduce the effect that systematic uncertainties associated with the neutrino flux have upon the ν µ andν µ disappearance measurement. From recent results of MINOS follows that there is a certain difference between the oscillation parameters for ν µ andν µ [15] . At 90% confidence level, it reports that: 
Together with sin 2 (2θ 23 ) > 0.91 и sin 2 (2θ 23 ) = 0.86 ± 0.11. Let us notice that on the long-baseline the effect of localisation of admissible space of the oscillation parameters takes place. That has allowed a goodnes-of-fit method similar in [12] to receive errors for δm 2 32 (12,13) and intervals for sin 2 (2θ 23 ). And from short-baseline experiments calculated in [7] asymmetries (6) have no corresponding errors. Therefore results of evaluation of asymmetries (7) do not allow to draw any conclusion on CPT violation. To be convinced of it, it is enough to look at Figs.1,3 from [11] and on Fig.37 from [16] .
So search of CPT violation in neutrino sector with definition of oscillation parameters with short-baseline is represented unpromising. That confirms our conclusion that definition on the ratio P νe→νe /Pν e→νe with a sufficient statistic can be check of CPT invariance.
By the way in [15] along with research of oscillation parameters of atmospheric neutrino and antineutrino the ratio of final flaxes of a neutrino and an antineutrino normalised on Monte Carlo is presented also: 
Whence difference of thys ratio from unit within an error is visible that and is impossible to speak about CPT violation. There are foundation for research prologation in this direction. 
